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The Spirit
Many Thanks are in Order . . .

This edition of The Spirit is filled with stories about the building of the new Sacred Heart Parish School.  
Major undertakings such as this, always involve the creativity, enthusiasm, and tenaciousness of scores of 
people.  Sacred Heart Parish has been blessed with generous and hard working men and women who have 
labored countless hours to insure the success of this project.  As a pastor, I could not have asked for steadier 
or more stalwart companions along this seven-year journey.  I am most grateful to the members of the new 
school task force who regularly met at 7 AM in the rectory before they went off to work.  What an amazing 
testimony of their dedication to our parish and to our school ministry.  Thank you is just not enough for 
their invaluable counsel, commitment, and sacrifice.  I am grateful to Ray Burnell, Peggy Romero, and 
Theresa Sparks, school principals, during the planning and development of the new school.  Many others, 
Rita Spillane, Stephanie Dovichi, Justin Reginato and hundreds of parishioners have sacrificed, labored, 
prayed, and financed this important undertaking.  I thank Mercy General Hospital and the Sisters of Mercy 
for working with the Parish to insure the continuing growth of our ministries of education and healthcare 
for the next 75 years.  I thank Roebbelen construction firm and Williams + Paddon architectural firm as 
well as the many subcontractors who have constructed our school.  I thank attorneys Doug Hodell of Boutin 
Dentino and John Lambeth of Civitas Advisors and architect Stuart Buck of Vanir for their professional 
expertise on this project.  I am grateful to the Bishop and the Diocese of Sacramento for their support 
and guidance.  I hope you will join with me in praying that the children who will be educated at Sacred 
Heartwill be filled with the gospel message of Jesus Christ and will forever know and share his love and 
mercy. 

by Monsignor Walton

Discovering the New School . . .
ababababababababababababababababababababab

Recently, Father Walton invited five student council members from 
Sacred Heart School and members of the Spirit News Letter staff to 
tour the new campus.  Simply stated, at the end of the tour, everyone 
was overwhelmed by the size, beauty, and attention to detail that will 
clearly define the new Sacred Heart School.   From the moment the 
group stepped onto the property to the moment it left, all were caught 
up in the excitement and energy of an extraordinary tribute to the 

future of the Sacred Heart children and parish.
There is no doubt that many a tear will fall when the last brick is removed from the old Sacred 
Heart School building.   Fond memories are imbedded in the classrooms and facilities and in 
the icons and symbols that have come to represent Sacred Heart School.  While letting go of the 
past can be difficult, preserving and investing in the present and future catholic education of our 
children is critical to the mission of our Catholic church.  Fortunately, the spirit and traditions of 
Sacred Heart school and of our beloved Sacred Heart Church are captured and integrated into the 
new school.

“When I first walked onto the new school, I was amazed! To see what our 
school community is going to be next year is outstanding! Being one of the first 
students to tour the new school felt amazing- I could not have wanted it to be 
better. Looking at the old school from the new school reminded me of all the 
memories I have had at the old one but it also made me think of all the new 
memories I will have. I am very excited for it to be done! The classrooms were 
great and the gym was big and amazing.  I cannot wait for the next school year 
to come around so all of Sacred Heart students can have a great year in the new school!” – 
Lindsey Doll, 7th grade class representative Continued on page 4 . . . 
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It Takes Many Talents to Build a School . . .   
At the start of the school year in August of this year Sacred Heart students will be entering a brand new school designed 
with modern improvements and technical innovations – placed in a beautiful structural setting that has been created 
to connect it to our Catholic faith, our Sacred Heart Church, and our beautiful East Sacramento neighborhood. The 
project went through a long, drawn out process that required numerous meetings and hearings of the City Planning 
Commission and City Council.  Scores of dedicated parishioners, parents of school children, and professional men and 
women have committed thousands of hours to insure the success of this project. Who are some of the many people whose 
commitment and talent are responsible for the construction of our new school?

. . . The Architects and the Project Engineer, . . . 

Mr. Whitmore was Mr. Buck’s assistant at Williams + Paddon, taking over when Mr. Buck began 
work at Vanir Construction in January of 2008. Mr. Whitmore, is the current architect on our project.  
Known as an artistic architect, he was responsible for the initial drawings of our school design.  He 
is the on site architect actively involved with the contracting firm of Roebbelen Constructing, Inc. 
His task is to insure that design intent is fully implemented.  He has had to weather many storms as 

construction was delayed in August of 2008 due to the discovery of toxic chemicals that had to be removed as well as 
the delay due to the removal of a Bunya Bunya tree. Mr. Whitmore is well respected and an integral part of the new 
school construction.

Briant Whitmore

Much of the inspiration behind the design of the new Sacred Heart campus can be attributed to Stuart 
Buck, a renowned architect and visionary.  After 30 years of experience in the Sacramento area, he 
is well known for his design and technological work on many public and private schools including:  
improvements at Jesuit High School, Holy Trinity Parish in El Dorado Hills, and St. Francis 

High School.  At the time he worked on designing Sacred Heart School, he was a Principal at Williams + Paddon 
architectural firm.  

As a dedicated professional, he gave countless hours of volunteer time to our school.  His global view of issues, his 
expertise in planning and managing complex projects, and his interpersonal and persuasive skills were essential in the 
eventual successful approval to build our new school.  Throughout all of the complex negotiations in developing the 
new school, his calm resolve was unwavering.   

A product of Catholic school education, Mr. Buck designed the school to create an “enduring piece of public 
architecture with special reference to Sacred Heart Church and to the Florence Clunie Memorial Building at 
McKinley Park.”  He is genuinely moved by the experience of working with so many dedicated professionals, hard 
–working Sacred Heart parishioners, and especially Monsignor Robert Walton whom he refers to as a “very good 
shepherd who is gracious, involved, and receptive to new ideas.”

The parish is blessed by Mr. Buck’s devotion to our school and his tenacity and perseverance.

Stuart Buck
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. . .  and Parishioners . . . 
Three parishioners with unique backgrounds have been essential in the development of our new school and their 
contributions should be singled out: Rita Spillane, Stephanie Dovichi and Justin Reginato.

. . .  The Pastor . . . 

What are the odds that one woman would be: an East Sacramento resident, a parishioner, a school parent 
and a Diocesan Construction Project Manager with 15 years experience working in a construction 
management firm?  The odds are almost impossible to fathom – but in Stephanie Dovichi, a parishoner 
with her husband David, the parents of 8th grader Kristina, we have been blessed beyond words.  As a 
Diocesan Construction Project Manager she is able to put on her Diocesan hat and oversee our complex 

project; but her most important contribution has been to serve as the volunteer Sacred Heart construction manager 
during the construction phase of the project.  She reviews all the paper contract administration; she is involved 
with all the parties on an on-going basis; she oversees the budgeting process and deals with funding and payment 
applications; she goes to the construction site weekly and attends weekly construction meetings. Monsignor Walton 
observed that “Stephanie has been indispensable in the construction phase of our project.” 

Stephanie Dovichi

One parishioner should be recognized for her selfless efforts in the development of the new Sacred 
Heart School – Rita Spillane.  Ms. Spillane and her husband Tom Flynn (Sacred Heart School 
graduate) are parishioners and parents of Sacred Heart school graduates. Ms. Spillane is an attorney 
and is the Director of RCIA and the Youth Group. Beginning in 2004, Ms. Spillane was invited to 
serve on the Sacred Heart School Task Force Committee.  Monsignor Walton formed this committee 

of approximately twenty parishioners, when it became clear that there were numerous complex issues to resolve.  
Ms. Spillane helped to keep everyone on task.  She was integral to coordinating meetings and monitoring follow-
up within the group.  Stuart Buck, the architect, humorously refers to her as the “Task Mistress” and as the person 
who knew the ‘common threads and the stories’ of the project.  Ms. Spillane acted as liaison to Monsignor Walton, 
working with him to coordinate the myriad tasks to be done.  All of the professionals involved in the project have 
high praise for Ms. Spillane.  Monsignor Walton listed her many contributions with gratitude including her leadership 
at public meetings in the gym attended by hundreds of parishioners and neighbors. Monsignor Walton said “Rita’s 
continuing contributions, especially during the pre-construction phase, are invaluable.”

Rita Spillane

Without the calm and determined leadership of our pastor, Monsignor Walton, it is quite possible that the 
construction of our new school would not have happened. He was able to lead the Parish in surmounting 
the difficult issues facing the Parish and school.  Stephanie Dovichi and Dan Thuleen both stressed 
that Father had a commitment to choosing quality construction materials to insure that generations of 
parishioners will benefit from a school built to last many years. Several people spoke of his commitment 

to embue the school with a Catholic identity through the integration of religious artwork.

Monsignor Walton

Justin Reginato is the Sacred Heart owner representative and point person at the weekly construction 
meetings. Justin holds a PhD in construction management and teaches the subject at CSUS.   He 
approved all change estimates and his expertise and knowledge has been essential in the smooth 
administration of the construction project.  According to Monsignor Walton, “Justin and Tracy are 
the proud parents of Grace (5th grade) and Ella (1st grade).  Justin has selflessly donated his time and 

expertise to the school project.  His fellow parishoners owe a big debt of gratitude for his work in making the new 
school a reality.”

Justin Reginato
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From an educational, aesthetic, technical, and spiritual perspective, the new facility provides a glimpse of what 
excellent opportunities await students, parents and teachers.  As parishioners, it was gratifying to see that our 
emotional and fiscal investments in the support of a new school have been realized in the development of a remarkable 
structure that will support learning for generations to come.  It was equally gratifying to see deliberate and thoughtful 
architectural and artistic planning that links the new school to Sacred Heart Church and to the community. 

As we approached the entrance of the new school, we noticed immediately that the long standing cross from Sacred 
Heart School was now atop the tower of the new school.  Also, the outside masonry compliments the brickwork of our 
church.  Aesthetically, the grounds and the facilities are simply beautiful! 

As we viewed each room on our tour, we were impressed by a consistent classroom structural design that reflects 
opportunities for enhanced learning through a combination of smart boards, direct and indirect lighting, and support 
systems that enrich the learning experience in all subject areas including religion.

. . . continued from page 1

The classes for kindergarten and the primary grades are located on the ground floor.  The rooms are spacious, will have 
smart boards, and are well lit.  They also have good storage facilities and ready access to bathrooms.   A beautiful library 
is located at the end of the primary hall and looks out onto H street.  Adjacent to the library is a room where children 
can stay while waiting to be picked up by their parents after school.

The upper grade classes are located on the second floor.  An elevator is installed to accommodate children and adults 
with special needs.  The upper grade classrooms are larger in size than the younger children’s classrooms because of 
the students’ variance in size.   Each classroom has skylights and windows.  A dedicated Science lab is also on the 2nd 
floor and includes features that promote scientific experiment and critical thinking.   There is also a dedicated computer 
science lab that will accommodate wireless technology as well as other multimedia technology.

A separate building is used for the cafeteria and gymnasium.  This combined facility is impressive in both its design 
and size.  When the Sacred Heart student council members entered the gymnasium on their school tour, their mouths 
dropped in wonderment at the size of the facility.  The gym includes a large stage that can be used for multiple purposes.  
The stage area also has a built in ramp that will accommodate individuals with disabilities.

“Wow!  Our new school is so incredible to see! It is so awesome to walk through those halls and think 
that my class (8th grade) will be the first to graduate from this amazing, beautiful new facility. The gym 
impressed me the most because it was so big, and it was exciting to think that our school will be able to 
have games and host tournaments there. I am looking forward to the Smart Boards in the classrooms. 
They will make it easier to read and a more interesting way to learn things. The school is coming along 
great and I cannot wait to go there next year!” - Will Braaten, 7th grade, Executive of Spirit and Sports

“I went over to the new school last week and it is AWESOME! I think everyone will like it. It will be 
great to start the next school year there. I cannot wait for all of you to see it!  The classrooms are very 
big. Each class has a Smart Board Computer. They are so cool.  We have a wonderful new school and 
have so much to be thankful for.” – Grant Evans, 5th grade, Executive of Religious Affairs

“My first reaction to the big and beautiful new school was, ‘This is going to make so many people happy!’ 
The massiveness, the attention to detail, and the happy vibes the construction site gave off were 
overwhelming. Seeing it made me realize that the Sacred Heart of Jesus really has blessed us, and I 
cannot believe how lucky I am to be able to attend such a school. Although it took the time from when 
I was in fifth grade to eighth grade to build the school, the finished product will be well worth the wait. 
In fact, I distinctly remember the day that, as a fifth grader, I stood in front of the city council in favor 
of building the school. That memory and many others from the old school will be remembered, but I will 
be happy making new memories. This new school shocked me with its high tech features, many rooms 
and drastic updates. As student body president, I am so proud to call Sacred Heart my school, and I could sense the 
pride each worker and ‘tour guide’ had for it.” –Erin DeMarois, 7th grade, Student body President

Continued on page 6 . . . 
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The unique heritage of Sacred Heart Church partially lies in its historical 
architecture and the symbolic religious icons that represent the underlying 
precepts of our Catholic faith.  Many of the symbols found in those 
icons and the stained glass windows of Sacred Heart Church have been 
integrated into the overall structure of the new school.  This linking of 
church to school is a deliberate reminder to our children that they are part 
of a faith community that is sustained through the passing of our beliefs 
from generation to generation. This article elaborates on the symbolic 
connections between Sacred Heart Church and its new school.

Symbolism

Patron Saints

Each classroom will be dedicated to a patron saint selected from one of the 21 saints depicted in the stained glass 
windows or statues in the church.  For example, the Kindergarten room will have a photograph of the stained glass 
window of the Blessed Mother.  As part of the Kindergarten religion curriculum the students will learn that Mary is the 
Mother of Jesus and that Catholics have a special devotion to her.  They learn the Hail Mary and at their special Mass in 
May they will crown the statue of the Blessed Mother.

Religious Statues

In the walkway between the multi-purpose building and the school building there will be a statue 
of Our Lady of Grace, elegant in its simplicity.  She will be overlooking the courtyard and the 
classroom building.  In the month of May, she will be crowned in a traditional May Crowning by the 
Kindergartners.

Continued on page 6 . . . 

The Sacred Heart Church baldocchino (the four-pillared, canopy structure over the original altar.)

“Jesus mitis et humilis corde fac cor nostrum secundum cor tuum.”  These are the words inscribed in Latin over the 
altar at Sacred Heart Church.  This phrase translated, “Jesus, meek and humble of heart, make our hearts like Yours,” 
embodies the philosophy and purpose of Catholic education at Sacred Heart Parish School.  As the plans for the new 

school have taken shape, purposeful decisions have been made to 
highlight the integral relationship between the school and church.  
Art and design features have been specifically chosen to link these 
two central and important Parish structures.

Upon entering the school grounds there will be a walkway 
embedded with the above phrase.  The hope is that everyone who 
crosses this threshold will pray this simple and profound prayer.  
This verse will also be stenciled in both Latin and English on 
the walls of the gymnasium.  Whether in sports, drama, social or 
academic pursuits, we are reminded to mirror the heart of Jesus in all our undertakings.

Further down the entrance walkway there will be a tree planter surrounded by words chosen 
by the students and faculty that best describe the values and qualities of all who work, teach, learn, play and pray at 
Sacred Heart. These words will be:  Faithful, Honest, Forgiving, Respectful, Compassionate, Joyous, Loving and 
Courageous.  The message of Sacred Heart Parish School is that we are a Christ-centered community of believers.
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D id You  K now?

 ....� that Pete (a Sacred Heart School 
graduate) & Jan Geremia, parents of 
Anthony (class of 2010) and 6th grader 
Daniel, and John & Darcy Saca parents 
of 4th grader Chase and 3rd grader 
Payton, built and donated the Annex 
Building to the Parish?

 ....� that Matt O’Connor ( a Sacred 
Heart School graduate) of Luppen & 
Hawley, parent of 5th grader Patrick and 
4th grader Emily, personally worked 
on the installation of the mechanical 
system in the new school?

. . . continued from page 4

Catholic Heritage

In addition to a patron saint for each 
classroom there will be a different 
style of crucifix for each class.  The 
students will learn the history and 
country of origin for each cross.  
Throughout the nine years of class at 
Sacred Heart School the students will 

be exposed to great art and learn the Catholic faith through prayer, study and good works.

Above the entry way to the multi-purpose building one will see a replica of the Sacred 
Heart of Jesus terra cotta frieze that now graces the entry way of the old school.  Gladding, 

McBean of Rocklin, the original company that produced the frieze in 
the 30s, was commissioned to create a new piece.  In the entry way to 
the multi-purpose building there will be a custom-made tapestry that is 
representative of the beautiful rose windows that are found 
in the entry way and sides of the church.  In the hall that 
connects the gym and the cafeteria we plan to have a statue 
of Jesus with children.

The beautiful cross that stands on top of the school tower 
came from the original school.  Throughout the last 75 years it has been on 
top of the building that is currently the school gymnasium and formerly was 
the original school and church.  It has been refinished, and like the Sacred 
Heart frieze, is a beautiful example of the blending of old and new at the new campus.  It is 
appropriate that the cross, the traditional and emblematic sign of our redemption by the death 
and resurrection of Jesus Christ, presides over the school at its highest point.

. . . continued from page 5

“Being an eighth grader I am disappointed that I will not be able to join all the classes entering into this 
amazing new school but WOW!  Our new school is so incredible to see! It is so awesome to walk through 
those halls and think that all the future classes will have state of the art classrooms and beautiful new 
facilities. My favorite part, by far, of the new school was the gymnasium. Compared to our current gym, 
this gym is enormous with a regulation court, stands, four basketball hoops, and a stage. I will be the last 

class to graduate from the original school and it is a great honor. My father went to Sacred Heart and I will be able 
to carry on the family tradition.” – Evan Cook, 8th grade, Executive of Safety and Ecology

 ...� that the Gymnasium will have auto-
matic retractable bleachers?

 ....� that bricks from the old school 
are available for purchase as a school 
fundraiser by calling the school office?

 ...� that Justin Panson, professional 
graphic designer and parent of Au-
drey, 6th grade, Evan, 4th grade, and 
Sarah, 2nd grade, designed the new 
school’s granite cornerstone?

 ...� that the Gymnasium is regulation 
size for high school sports?

 ...� that the ornamental fencing 
on 39th Street, with silhouettes of 
children at play, was paid for by the 
fundraising efforts of the Parents/
Teachers Group?



The Sacred Heart Family
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“May their souls and the souls of all the faithful departed, through the mercy of God, rest in peace.”

“I promise to be true to you in good times and in bad, in sickness and in 
health.  I will love you and honor you all the days of my life.”  (Rite of Mar-

riage)

Marriages . . . January-June 2009

In Memoriam . . . January - June 2009

“You have put on Christ, you have been baptized.” (Rite of Baptism)

Baptism . . . January-June 2009

Jenna Aguilar
Pierce Andrews

Carson Best
Logan Bezanson

Samara Bolds
Christopher Celey-Butlin

Briana Christiansen
Renee Coleman
Dresden Cote
John Damrell

Adrian Devenecia
Ashley Ernst

Charles Espinoza
Audrey Evans

Erika Fast
Isabella Flores

Beckett Flynn
Audrey French

Jacob Gill
Emily Graves
Jackson Grow
Janelle Hunt
Eliza Hurley
Jacob Lindt

Barabara Maldonado
Abigail Mauch
Mia Mayberry
Jonah Mayer

Mason McClure
Maren McKeeman

Joliene Mente

Jason Mininger
Roman Montelongo

Clinton Myers
Charlie Phipps
Marissa Reid

Liliana Segura
Arianna Sharp

Nicole Soto
Lincoln Steele
Chase Stroud
Addison Tindel
Jonah Vasquez

Benigno Viado, III
Charlotte Wagner
Abigail Wagner

Mia Williams

Darren Bajurin & Anh Le
Travis Beatty & Alexandra Steele

Richard Forman & Brenda Granucci
Mitchell Hart &Michelle Hultz

Ryan Merryman & Shannon Zavoda
Jason Mininger & Maren McKeeman
Marco Rodriguez & Andrea Reyes

Edward Schatz & Elizabeth Leonard 
William Tonel, Jr. & Louella Magtoto

Jean Boock
Harry Devine

Margaret Dillon
Jesusa Goldaraz

Willa Harrington
JoAnne Jelicich 
Donald Linggi

James Mulderrig
Geraldine Roberts

Robert Schmidt
Grace Stewart 
Fonzine Trolio
Lucille Williams

The newsletter staff welcomes your sug-
gestions and submissions.  Please contact 

the Rectory at 452-4136.
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